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Household Hints
The kitchen
Our own grandmothers had a pretty
good idea how to keep their kitchens
clean, but they weren’t as obsessed with
kitchen hygiene as we have become.
Keeping everything as clean as possible in the area in which
we prepare food is a given, but there is no need to keep
lots of bottles of chemicals under the sink to do so. Most
things can be cleaned perfectly well with six old-fashioned
ingredients: vinegar, salt, soda water, lemon, cream of tartar
and bicarbonate of soda. Just like our grandmothers did.
They certainly didn’t have colour-coded cutting boards. Nor
do I. I have a twenty-five-year-old wooden board, which I
keep scrupulously clean with a table knife, steel wool and
bicarbonate of soda. Sometimes if I have a tomato or berry
~ 19 ~
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Grandmother’s Wisdom

stain on the board, I cheat a little by rubbing the stain with a
cut lemon.

Pots and pans
Removing burnt food from cookware can be a nightmare.
As long as the pan isn’t non-stick, the scouring powder and
alternative methods below will work beautifully, and because
they use natural ingredients, you won’t have to worry about
residual chemicals.

Make your own scouring powder
You can make your own gentle cleaner with no artificial
ingredients or harmful chemicals that will work as well on
porcelain sinks and easily scratchable countertops. Just add
one cupful of salt to one cupful of bicarbonate of soda and
blend well. Store in a covered container and keep with your
other cleaning supplies.

~ 20 ~
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Household Hints
When you need to use it, shake a little of the mixture on
to a wet cloth and scour as usual. You’ll find your pots and
pans come up sparkling clean. Below are some alternative
techniques, most involving the extremely handy bicarbonate
of soda.
Before you start doing the dishes, wet the burnt
spot, sprinkle with salt, leave for ten minutes, then
scrub well.
Try cooking off the burnt-on food. Fill the
saucepan or other cookware with water, add 30ml
(two tablespoons) bicarbonate of soda and reheat
on the hob. Bring the water to the simmer over a
medium heat and use a spatula to scrape the food
from the pan. Turn off the heat and let the pan
sit on the hob until the water has cooled. At that
point you can wash the food away without any fuss
or additional elbow grease.
Leave the pan to soak in a bicarbonate of
soda solution for ten minutes before washing.
Alternatively, scrub the pan with dry bicarb and a
moist scouring pad.
For badly burnt pans, sprinkle a thick layer of
bicarbonate of soda on to the bottom of the pan,
and then sprinkle with just enough water to
moisten. Leave to soak overnight, then scrub clean.
For non-stick pans, make a paste of bicarbonate
of soda and water. Transfer to a cloth and scrub
the pan gently. This will lift the grease, but won’t
~ 21 ~
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